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ABSTRACT
Parallel dataflow systems have become a standard technology
for large-scale data analytics. Complex data analysis programs in
areas such as machine learning and graph analytics often involve
control flow, i.e., iterations and branching. Therefore, systems for
advanced analytics should include control flow constructs that
are efficient and easy to use. A natural approach is to provide
imperative control flow constructs similar to those of mainstream
programming languages: while-loops, if-statements, and mutable
variables, whose values can change between iteration steps.
However, current parallel dataflow systems execute programs
written using imperative control flow constructs by launching
a separate dataflow job after every control flow decision (e.g.,
for every step of a loop). The performance of this approach is
suboptimal, because (a) launching a dataflow job incurs sched-
uling overhead; and (b) it prevents certain optimizations across
iteration steps.
In this paper, we introduce Labyrinth, a method to compile
programs written using imperative control flow constructs to a
single dataflow job, which executes the whole program, including
all iteration steps. This way, we achieve both efficiency and ease
of use. We also conduct an experimental evaluation, which shows
that Labyrinth has orders of magnitude smaller per-iteration-step
overhead than launching new dataflow jobs, and also allows for
significant optimizations across iteration steps.
1 INTRODUCTION
Most advanced data analysis algorithms in areas such as graph
analytics and machine learning iteratively refine a dataset until
a fixpoint or other convergence criteria are met. Furthermore,
complex data processing pipelines, such as end-to-end machine
learning, often require more general control flow, such as nested
loops or if-statements.
Parallel dataflow systems [3, 11, 19, 31] provide a computa-
tion model that is based on executing dataflow jobs. Dataflow
jobs are represented as directed graphs, whose edges represent
data “flowing” between nodes, and whose nodes represent the
computations that the system performs on this data. Dataflow
systems execute these jobs in a scalable way by distributing many
physical instances of each logical dataflow node across a cluster
of machines. In a typical architecture, the system is running on
a cluster of machines, and a client (or driver) program submits
dataflow jobs1 to the system.
Incorporating control flow into the parallel dataflow model
has proven to be challenging. Early systems (e.g., DryadLINQ
1While some other authors use the term “dataflow job” to mean one run of the client
program with the sequence of all dataflow graphs submitted throughout the run, we
use it synonymously with “dataflow graph” (similarly to the Spark documentation).
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Table 1: Control flow handling approaches in parallel da-
taflow systems. In-dataflow control flow execution allows
for better performance than executing control flowout-of-
dataflow (in the client program). Imperative control flow
APIs are easier to use than the functional ones. Labyrinth
incorporates both of these advantages.
[30], FlumeJava [11], Apache Spark [31]) do not natively sup-
port control flow inside their dataflows. Instead, control flow is
expressed in the client program. Each time the client program
makes a control flow decision, it submits a dataflow job to the
system2. For example, each step of an iteration is typically a
separate dataflow job.
Newer systems (e.g., Apache Flink [16], Naiad [21], Tensor-
Flow [29]) employ a different approach: they allow for expressing
control flow inside their (cyclic) dataflow jobs. This has signifi-
cant performance advantages over launching separate dataflow
jobs: first, it eliminates the scheduling overhead from iteration
steps, resulting in substantial performance gains for programs
with many iteration steps; second, dataflow jobs spanning the
entire program execution allow the operators of the dataflows
to keep internal state between iteration steps, allowing for opti-
mizations such as loop-invariant hoisting inside operators; third,
the execution of different iteration steps can sometimes overlap,
allowing for better CPU utilization and pipelined data transfer
between iteration steps.
However, a current drawback of this approach is that the user
has to express control flow in a functional-style API: each control
flow construct is a higher-order function, to which the user has
to give such functions that build the dataflows corresponding
to loop bodies, loop exit conditions, branches of if-statements,
etc. We believe that for users experienced with languages such
as Python, R, or Matlab, the more natural way to specify control
flow is through imperative control flow constructs: while-loops,
if-statements, and mutable variables that change their values
during the program execution.
2The astute reader might note that even in these systems, lazy evaluation can
sometimes allow for building a larger dataflow job across several control flow
decisions (e.g., “unrolling” a loop). However, in these systems this is possible only if
the control flow decisions do not depend on data that is computed by the dataflows.
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In this paper we are proposing Labyrinth—a system that allows
the user to express control flow by easy-to-use imperative control
flow constructs, while still executing it efficiently by compiling
the program into a single dataflow job. For an overview of the
above control flow handling approaches, see Table 1.
To be able to easily handle a wide range of imperative control
flow constructs, we exploit static single assignment form (SSA)
[26], which is a popular intermediate representation of control
flow in compilers of imperative languages. SSA is able to repre-
sent a wide range of control flow constructs: loops, if-statements,
and even unstructured control flow, such as break, continue, or
goto. By utilizing SSA, we avoid devising separate compilation
procedures for each control flow construct, and instead handle
them in a unified way in our compilation and coordination.
We also present an algorithm for coordinating the distributed
execution of control flow. Even though TensorFlow and Naiad
also have mechanisms for this purpose, our algorithm is tailored
to SSA. This allows us to rely on the concepts of SSA end-to-
end, and thereby makes the compilation from SSA to dataflows
more straightforward. Our compilation creates dataflows whose
structures mirror the structure of SSA: we create dataflow nodes
from variable assignments, and dataflow edges from variable
references (even across basic block boundaries).
In sum, we make the following contributions:
(1) To provide easy-to-use imperative control flow constructs
and still execute programs efficiently, we show how to build
a single dataflow job from a program in SSA representation.
(2) We propose an algorithm for efficiently coordinating the
distributed execution of control flow in our dataflows. The
algorithm is tailored to the SSA representation of control
flow.
(3) We incorporate two exemplary optimizations into our data-
flows: a) exploiting loop-invariant datasets for reusing the
build-side of a hash join across all steps of an iteration, and
b) loop pipelining. These optimizations are made possible
by executing the entire program in a single dataflow job.
(4) We experimentally verify that compiling a program that has
control flow to a single dataflow job results in substantial
performance gains over launching separate dataflow jobs
after every control flow decision.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
important concepts we build upon, and Section 3 provides an
overview of the current approaches for handling control flow
in dataflow systems. Section 4 gives an overview of our sys-
tem. Section 5 discusses how we can compile any program from
SSA representation into Labyrinth dataflows. Section 6 presents
a mechanism for the efficient coordination of the distributed
execution of control flow. Section 7 shows how we can apply
loop-invariant hoisting for hash joins. Section 8 discusses some
implementation details. Section 9 presents our evaluation, Sec-
tion 10 compares our approach with related work, and Section 11
concludes.
2 BACKGROUND CONCEPTS
In this section, we first introduce basic concepts used throughout
this paper, including SSA. Then, we briefly describe the collection-
based APIs of modern dataflow systems. Note that we use the
phrase iteration step to denote one execution of a loop body, and
we use iteration as a synonym of loop.
2.1 Control Flow Analysis
A basic block [2] is a maximal continuous sequence of instructions
which always execute one after the other. This means that the
a = 0
b = a +1
a = 5
c = a + 1
a1 = 0
b1 = a1 + 1
a2 = 5
c1 = a2 + 1
(a)
a = 0
if ... then
a = a + 1
else
a = a + 2
end if
b = a + 5
a1 = 0
if ... then
a2 = a1 + 1
else
a3 = a1 + 2
end if
a4 = Φ(a2, a3)
b1 = a4 + 5
(b)
Listing 1: Two programs with their SSA representations.
execution can only enter a basic block at its beginning and only
leave it at its end. For example, the body of a while-loop is a basic
block if there are no other control flow instructions inside.
The control flow graph [2] of a program is a graph whose nodes
correspond to the basic blocks of the program, and whose edges
show the possible control flow paths. Specifically, let u and v be
two nodes, with corresponding basic blocksU and V . A directed
edge goes from u to v , if control flow can directly go from U
to V . For example, in case of an if-statement, edges go from the
node of the basic block before the if-statement to the nodes of
the basic blocks of the then- and else-branches.
A control flow merge point [2] is a basic block whose corre-
sponding node in the control flow graph has an in-degree of at
least two. For example, the basic block after the two branches
of an if-statement is a merge point, because at this point the
different possible paths merge.
2.2 Static Single Assignment Form
SSA is a widely used intermediate representation in compilers
[26]. The basic defining characteristic of SSA is that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between variables and assignment
statements. An important consequence of this is referential trans-
parency: every variable reference refers to a value that was writ-
ten to the variable at its unique assignment statement. In contrast,
when a program is not in SSA, the value of a variable reference
depends on its context:
(1) It can depend on the position of the variable reference. Specif-
ically, which of the assignment statements to the variable
precede the reference in the program text.
(2) Which of the preceding assignments was executed at run-
time may depend on how the control flow proceeded.
When there is no control flow in the program, only issue (1) can
arise. In this case, we can transform to SSA, and thus eliminate the
problem by (a) changing the variable names on the left-hand sides
of assignment statements so that each of them assigns to unique
variables, and (b) changing the variable references appropriately,
so that they reference the variable of the most recent assignment.
We can see an example of this in Listing 1a, where the variable a
is split into a1 and a2.
However, if there is control flow in the program, then issue
(2) can also occur. In this case, after performing the change of
variable names on the left-hand sides of assignments, we cannot
change the references in the above-described way. This is because
variable references at control flow merge points can refer to the
value assigned in either one of the possible control flow paths.
SSA resolves this problem by introducing a new variable at a
merge point, and using a so-called Φ-function to assign a value
to this new variable. The only purpose of these Φ-functions is to
disambiguate these references, i.e., to choose one of their inputs
based on how the control flow actually proceeded. We can see
an example in Listing 1b.
2
2.3 Collection-Based Data Processing APIs
Modern dataflow systems provide collection-based APIs on top
of the dataflow-graph-based APIs [3, 11, 30, 32]. The programmer
can use a parallel collection type for those collections that are too
large to be processed on a single machine, and therefore must be
handled in a scalable way. This relieves the user from thinking in
terms of the dataflow graph, which is instead built by the system
from the operations that were specified on the parallel collections
(e.g., RDD in Spark).
In our system, the language that we are compiling from has
a type named Bag, which is our parallel collection abstraction.
It is a multiset, i.e., an unordered collection of elements, where
duplicates are allowed. We provide a set of operations on bags
that are commonly found in parallel dataflow systems, such as
Flink or Spark.
3 HANDLING CONTROL FLOW IN
CURRENT DATAFLOW SYSTEMS
In this section, we demonstrate through an example what kind
of data analysis programs benefit from imperative control flow
constructs. Then, we discuss current systems’ control flow han-
dling and their shortcomings. We also compare the functional
control flow API approach with the imperative approach.
3.1 Example Program
In Listing 2b, we can see an example data analysis program ex-
pressed using imperative control flow constructs, i.e., a while-
loop, if-statement, and mutable variables. The goal of the analysis
is to identify days of anomalous traffic during the last year in
a page visit log. We keep the logs in separate files for each day
and we compare some statistics of consecutive days. Each log
entry is an integer page ID, meaning that someone visited the
specified page. For each day, we compute a collection of separate
visit counts for each page, i.e., a collection of (PageID, visit-count)
pairs.
The program operates as follows. A loop iterates through the
days of the year. Each iteration step starts with reading the log
file of the day (Line 6). Let us imagine that we are interested
only in anomalies about a certain type of the pages, but the logs
do not contain information about the page type. Therefore, we
perform a join with the dataset of page types, and then filter
based on page type (Line 9). Then, we compute the visit counts
of the pages with a reduceByKey operation (Line 11) (akin to the
well-known word count example). Then, if the day of the current
iteration step is not the first day, we compare the visit counts
of today with yesterday, and output the sum of the differences
(Lines 13–18).
3.2 Separate Dataflow Jobs for Each Step
In Spark and Flink, the above example program cannot be exe-
cuted as a single dataflow job3. Instead, the user has to launch
a separate job for every step of the iteration. We can see such a
job in Figure 1. As we are comparing visit counts from different
days, we have to always persist the computed counts (at least to
memory), and then read this persisted dataset again in the job of
the next day. Note that the burden of knowing that the dataset
should be persisted typically falls on the user (e.g., making a
.cache call in Spark), as the system has no easy way of knowing
whether a dataset will be needed in a later job.
3.2.1 Scheduling Overhead. Launching a dataflow job incurs
the overhead of scheduling the execution of the parts of the job
3Flink allows for control flow inside dataflows only in the case of fixpoint iterations.
ReadFile
"pageAttributes"
Read persisted 
"Countsday­1" 
Filter 
Join
Join
Map
Reduce
WriteFile 
"diffday" 
Persist 
"Countsday"
Map
ReduceByKey
ReadFile 
"visitsday" 
Figure 1: Dataflow for one iteration step of the example
program in Listing 2.
on the cluster. As we show in Section 9.1, this overhead can
easily be as large as 250 ms even for very simple dataflows on
moderately sized clusters, and increases linearly with cluster size
and number of dataflow operators.
If the data involved in one iteration step is not too large, then
the scheduling overhead of launching new dataflow jobs becomes
the dominating component of the execution time. Note that the
total amount of data in all iteration steps can still be large, in
which case a non-parallel execution can still take a long time. For
example, the program in Listing 2 has 365 iteration steps.
Labyrinth incorporates all iteration steps into a single cyclic
dataflow job. This allows for reusing the same physical operator
instances across iteration steps, thereby eliminating the schedul-
ing overhead.
3.2.2 Missed Optimization Opportunity: Loop-Invariant Hoist-
ing. Iterations often involve some loop-invariant (static) datasets,
which are reused without updates during subsequent iteration
steps. We can see an example of this in Listing 2, where the
pageAttributes dataset (marked green) is read from a file outside
the iteration and is used in a join inside the iteration in Line 8.
It is a common optimization to pull those parts of a loop body
that depend on only static datasets outside of the loop, and thus
execute these parts only once [8, 14, 16, 33]. However, launching
new dataflow jobs for every iteration step prevents this optimiza-
tion in the case of such binary operators where only one input is
static. For example, if a static dataset is used as the build-side of
a hash join, then the system should not rebuild the hash table at
every iteration step. Labyrinth operators can keep such a hash
table in their internal states between iteration steps. This is made
possible by implementing iterations as a single cyclic dataflow
job, where the lifetimes of operators span all the steps.
3.3 Functional Control Flow Constructs
Flink, Naiad, and TensorFlow [29] support control flow inside
dataflow jobs. However, they rely on functional-style APIs, where
each control flow construct is a higher-order function. For exam-
ple, tf.while_loop is a higher-order function, which expects
(among other things) two functions: one for building the dataflow
of the loop body and an other for building the dataflow of the
loop exit condition4.
4A search for the term tf.while_loop on stackoverflow.com or the TensorFlow
mailing lists shows that many users are confused by this API.
3
1: pageAttributes = readFile(“pageAttributes”)
2: initialDay = SingletonBag(1) // “1” lifted to be a bag
3: initialCounts = EmptyBag
4: whileLoop( // Higher-order function call
5: // First two arguments are the initial values of the loop variables:
6: initialDay, initialCounts
7: // Third arg is the function building the dataflow for the exit cond:
8: (day, yesterdayCounts) => {
9: day ≤ SingletonBag(365) // (“≤” is a bag operation here)
10: }
11: // Fourth arg is the function building the dataflow for the body:
12: (day, yesterdayCounts) => {
13: fileName = day.map(d => “pageVisitLog” + d)
14: visits = readFile(fileName)
15: visits = visits.join(pageAttributes).filter(p => p.type = ...)
16: counts = visits.map(x => (x,1)).reduceByKey(_ + _)
17: if( // Higher-order function call
18: // First arg is the function building the dataflow for the condition:
19: () => day != SingletonBag(1), // “1” lifted to be a bag
20: // 2nd arg is the function building the dataflow for the then-branch:
21: () => (counts join yesterdayCounts)
22: .map((id,today,yesterday) => abs(today - yesterday))
23: .reduce(_ + _).writeFile(“diff” + day)
24: )
25: day = day.map(d => d + 1)
26: // The loop body function returns the next values of the loop vars:
27: (day, counts)
28: }
29: )
(a) Functional control flow. This imaginedAPI is an “idealized” hybrid between
the APIs of Naiad and TensorFlow, in the sense that we have combined their
advantages and also removed some accidental complexity, see Section 3.3.
1: pageAttributes = readFile(“pageAttributes”)
2: yesterdayCounts = null
3: day = 1
4: while day ≤ 365 do
5: // Read all page-visits for this day
6: visits = readFile(“pageVisitLog” + day) // integer pageIDs
7: // We want to examine only pages of a certain type, so
8: // we get the page types from a large lookup table:
9: visits = visits.join(pageAttributes).filter(p => p.type = ...)
10: // Count how many times each page was visited:
11: counts = visits.map(x => (x,1)).reduceByKey(_ + _)
12: // Compare to previous day (but skip the first day)
13: if day != 1 then
14: diffs =
15: (counts join yesterdayCounts)
16: .map((id,today,yesterday) => abs(today - yesterday))
17: diffs.reduce(_ + _).writeFile(“diff” + day)
18: end if
19: yesterdayCounts = counts
20: day = day + 1
21: end while
(b) Imperative control flow (Labyrinth).
Listing 2: A comparison of control flow APIs through an example data analysis program, which compares statistics of
consecutive days from a year of page visit logs. PageAttributes (marked with green) is loop-invariant.
We can see our example program expressed using an imag-
ined functional control flow API in Listing 2a. In the imagined
API, we combined the advantages of Naiad’s and TensorFlow’s
APIs, and tried to simplify as much as possible by removing any
accidental complexity. For example, the imagined API uses Scala-
like pseudocode, but TensorFlow uses Python, which does not
allow multi-line lambdas, and therefore the loop body and other
functions would have to be written as separate functions and
referenced in the higher-order function calls, making the pro-
gram structure harder to parse by humans. The API is assumed
to have joins, which TensorFlow does not have, as it focuses on
machine learning. Naiad’s API has the practical issue that its loop
construct allows for only one loop variable (more can be added
by tedious low-level graph-building), but we imagine that this
limitation could be removed.
In these functional APIs, somewhat counter-intuitively, a user
function for a loop body is always executed exactly once, as it
only builds a dataflow instead of doing the actual work. This
invites mistakes: when writing such a loop body function, users
have to pay attention to not accidentally write code that would
directly (in the client program) do work that is intended for every
iteration step. Instead, code in loop body functions should build
a representation of the work into the dataflow job.
Note that in the dataflow-building functions that we give to the
control flow functions, we have to make even the non-collection
values part of the dataflow job. (To see why, keep in mind that
these functions are always executed exactly once, even for loop
bodies.) For example, even though the day variable holds just
one number (the number of the current day), we have to “lift”
it into the dataflow job by creating a single-element bag for it.
(These are expressed as rank 0 tensors in TensorFlow.) Labyrinth
performs this lifting automatically, see Section 5.2.
4 LABYRINTH OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of our compiler pipeline. It
compiles programs from a high-level data analytics language hav-
ing a collection-based API and imperative control flow constructs
into cyclic dataflows of Labyrinth. Additionally, we illustrate the
control flow handling in Labyrinth by an example.
4.1 The Compiler Pipeline
We provide an overview of the architecture of the system in
Figure 2. Labyrinth compiles from imperative control flow to
dataflows in two steps:
Compiling to SSA. The first step of the compilation proce-
dure is to transform the imperative program into a typed SSA
representation. There are well-known algorithms for building
an SSA representation [26]. Thus, in this paper we focus on the
rest of the compilation pipeline and on the coordination of the
distributed execution of control flow.
Compiling SSA to Dataflow.We use SSA as our intermedi-
ate representation, because it makes data dependencies explicit
in a way that fits naturally to the dataflow model. On the one
hand, the (unique) assignment statement of each variable can
be directly translated into a dataflow node. Moreover, variable
references on the right-hand side of an assignment show what
input data is needed by the corresponding node, and therefore
can be directly translated into dataflow edges.
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Dataflow operators (Section 6) 
Data Analytics DSL with imperative control flow   [Emma Language]
SSA   [Emma IR]
Bag Transformation interface (Section 6.1)
Dataflow engine   [Flink] 
Runtime for coordination of control flow (Sections 6.2 ­ 6.3)
[Emma compiler]
Build dataflow (Section 5)
Figure 2: Overview of the system architecture. Compo-
nents that are the focus of this paper are blue. The
concrete implementations of components are shown in
[brackets], and are briefly discussed in Section 8.
4.2 An Example Dataflow in Labyrinth
In this section, we provide a brief overview of how Labyrinth
works, using the example program in Listing 2b. We can see
the program’s SSA representation and Labyrinth dataflow in
Figure 3. Many of the nodes in the Labyrinth dataflow correspond
to similar nodes in Figure 1, which shows a dataflow for one step
of the iteration. However, Labyrinth adds several types of extra
nodes, which we briefly discuss in the following paragraphs.
Nodes for Non-Bag Variables. In such dataflow systems
where control flow is executed in the client program, variables
that are not bags (e.g., the loop counter) are typically not included
in dataflows. However, Labyrinth represents the entire program
in a single dataflow job, and therefore has to create dataflow
nodes also from these variables. These nodes are the non-thick
bordered ones in Figure 3.
Condition Nodes.We create a node for the ifCond variable
(Line 13), similarly to the other variables. However, this node
has an additional task: it broadcasts the result of evaluating the
if-condition to all other nodes. From this, the nodes whose vari-
ables are inside the then-block of the if-statement know whether
they should expect any input data, and their input nodes know
whether to send data to them. We also add a condition node for
the exit condition of the loop (Line 23), which informs the other
nodes whether to end the iteration or start a new step.
Φ-Nodes. The nodes with inverted colors are Φ-nodes. Unlike
other nodes, the origins of their inputs depend on the execution
path the program took so far: in the first iteration step, they get
their values from outside the iteration (Lines 2–3), but later from
the previous step (Lines 21–22). This choice is represented by the
Φ-functions of the SSA form.
5 COMPILING SSA TO DATAFLOW
In this section, we describe how we compile from SSA to Laby-
rinth dataflows.
5.1 Assumptions
Source Language.Our approach assumes that the data analytics
language that we are compiling from has operations that can
be translated to parallel dataflows, and it has imperative control
flow constructs that can be translated to SSA. The control flow
structure of programs should be visible to the system. This can
be achieved by an embedded domain-specific language (DSL)
that has a deep enough embedding that exposes control flow
instructions, such as the Emma language [4, 5] or a DSL that
is using the Lightweight Modular Staging approach [27]. An
1: pageAttributes = readFile(“pageAttributes”)
2: yesterdayCnts1 = null
3: day1 = 1
4: do
5: yesterdayCnts2 = Φ(yesterdayCnts1,yesterdayCnts3)
6: day2 = Φ(day1,day3)
7: fileName = “pageVisitLog” + day2
8: visits1 = readFile(fileName)
9: joinedWithAttrs = visits1.join(pageAttributes)
10: visits2 = joinedWithAttrs.filter(p => p.type = ...)
11: visitsMapped = visits2.map(x => (x,1))
12: counts = visitsMapped.reduceByKey(_ + _)
13: ifCond = day2 != 1
14: if ifCond then
15: joinedYesterday = counts join yesterdayCnts2
16: diffs = joinedYesterday.map(...)
17: summed = diffs.reduce(_ + _)
18: outFileName = “diff” + day2
19: summed.writeFile(outFileName)
20: end if
21: yesterdayCnts3 = counts
22: day3 = day2 + 1
23: exitCond = day3 ≤ 365
24: while exitCond
(a)
pageAttributes
yesterdayCnts1
day1
yesterdayCnts2 
day2
visits1
visits2
joinedWithAttrs
joinedYesterday
diffs
summed
writeFile
yesterdayCnts3
day3
exitCond
visitsMapped
counts
ifCond
fileName 
1 2
3 
4
outFileName
(b)
Figure 3: The program in Listing 2b transformed to SSA
representation (a), and its Labyrinth dataflow (b). The ba-
sic blocks are marked with dotted rectangles. The smaller,
rounded rectangles are dataflow nodes, corresponding to
variables in the SSA representation. The variables corre-
sponding to the thick bordered nodes have bag types. The
colors are explained in Section 5.3.
1
2
3
4
5
external DSL, such as the language of SystemML [7, 17], could
also be the source language since there the entire source code is
visible to the system. We also assume that the order of any side
effects, such as file IO, do not matter.5
Dataflow Engine. We require the following commonly oc-
curring features from the dataflow engine that we are targeting
in our compilation. Client programs can submit dataflow jobs to
a cluster of machines, where worker processes of the dataflow
engine are running. These jobs are specified through a logical da-
taflow graph with arbitrary stateful computations in the vertices
and pipelined data transfer on the edges. The dataflow engine
translates the logical dataflow graph into a physical dataflow
graph. This involves creating multiple physical instances of each
logical node and distributing them to the worker machines in the
cluster. Note that many systems only allow for acyclic dataflow
graphs, but we also require support for adding arbitrary cycles
to the graph. Examples of systems that support this requirement
are Flink [3], Naiad [21], and TensorFlow [1].
Intermediate Representation.We show the part of the com-
pilation procedure that starts from an SSA representation. We
also assume that every intermediate value that occurs in the pro-
gram is assigned to a variable. This means that the right-hand
side of every assignment is either a constant or a function call
whose arguments cannot be complex expressions, but can only
be references to variables. For example, rewriting the assignment
statement a = f (д(b),h(c)) to conform to this rule results in the
following code: x = д(b); y = h(c); a = f (x ,y).
5.2 Lifting non-Bag Variables
The variables that are our primary concern are those that hold
bags, since these contain most of the data (see Section 2.3). Nev-
ertheless, since we would like to compile the entire program into
a single dataflow job, our compilation process has to include all
other variables as well, i.e., variables with non-bag types, such
as loop counters. (These have a non-thick border in Figure 3.)
We handle bags and other variables in a uniform way in the
following sections. To achieve this, as a first compilation step,
we wrap non-bag values in one-element bags and appropriately
change the operations on them:● if a variable has a non-bag type A, we change it to Bag<A>;● an I/O operation of a non-bag value is changed to an equiva-
lent bag operation;● a unary function f that acts on a non-bag value is wrapped
in a map transformation, whose user-defined function (UDF)
is f ;● a binary function f that acts on two non-bag values is substi-
tuted by a cross and a map. The cross creates a one-element
bag that contains a pair whose two components are the ele-
ments of the two input bags. The map operates on this pair
and has f as its UDF.
After the above changes, all variables in the program are bags.
Note that we assume that most of the data is in the variables
that originally had a bag type, and therefore non-bag variables
do not significantly affect performance.
5.3 Building the Dataflow Graph
As mentioned before, our dataflows mirror the SSA representa-
tion, by translating each variable to a dataflow node and each
variable reference to a dataflow edge. More formally, for each
5Alternatively, we could enforce the ordering of IO operations by adding extra
dataflow edges between them (similarly to tf.control_dependencies).
variable a, we create a dataflow node n(a). The assignment state-
ment6 to a determines the input edges of n(a): for each variable b
on the right-hand side, we create an edge from n(b) to n(a).
We will call certain edges conditional output edges. These have
the property that not all output bags of their source nodes should
be sent to their target nodes. This can happen when the nodes
are in different basic blocks, or when there is a Φ-function at the
beginning of a loop body receiving input from a variable defined
later in the loop body. In Figure 3 conditional output edges are
blue or red.
If a node has one or more conditional output edges, then it
needs some additional information to determine for a particular
output bag, on which conditional output edges (zero, one, or
multiple) to send that bag. Because every intermediate value is
assigned to a variable (see Section 5.1), every boolean condition
that determines the actual control flow (i.e., if-conditions and
loop-conditions) is only a reference to a boolean variable (and
not a complex expression). The nodes of these variables compute
whether the conditions hold, and we call these nodes condition
nodes. In Figure 3 we show condition nodes with different colors.
Conditional edges have the same color as the condition nodes
that they depend on. We show in Section 6 how the results of
evaluating the conditions are propagated to nodes that have
conditional outputs depending on it. Note that the Φ-function
is treated like any other bag-transformation when creating its
dataflow node and connecting its edges.
The right-hand side of every assignment is a call to a primitive
bag operation. Therefore, for each of our primitives, we have to
give an implementation that will run inside a physical operator of
the dataflow engine that we are targeting. These implementations
can be similar to those found in typical dataflow systems, such
as Flink or Spark: they consume partitions of input bags, and
produce partitions of output bags. The difference between our
operator implementations and that of other systems is that we
have to handle general control flow. We show how to do this in
the next section.
6 COORDINATING THE DISTRIBUTED
EXECUTION OF CONTROL FLOW
In this section, we describe Labyrinth’s mechanism for coor-
dinating the distributed execution of control flow. We achieve
a separation of concerns by first defining an interface for bag-
transformations. Implementations of this interface do not need
to deal with control flow, but can concentrate on the semantics of
the particular bag-transformation. Then, in the rest of the section,
we show how to deal with control flow. That is, we bridge the gap
between implementations of the bag-transformation interface
operating on the level of bags, and an existing parallel dataflow
execution engine, such as Flink.
6.1 Bag-Transformation Interface
Conceptually, the semantics of a bag-transformation are spec-
ified by a function that has one or two inputs of type bag and
outputs one bag. However, we aim for pipelined data transfer
between transformations, which means that our transformation
implementations have to work on one element at a time instead
of whole input bags.
Our transformation interface is very similar to other dataflow
frameworks that provide a push-based interface. The interface
has the following methods to be implemented by every transfor-
mation (binary transformations have two PushInElement and
CloseInBag methods):
6Recall that in SSA each variable has exactly one assignment statement to it.
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while ... do
x = ...
while ... do
y = ...
z = f (x, y)
end while
end while
(a)
while ... do
// Basic block A
if ... then
// Basic block B
x1 = ...
y1 = ...
else
// Basic block C
x2 = ...
y2 = ...
end if
// Basic block D
x3 = Φ(x1, x2)
y3 = Φ(y1, y2)
z = f (x3, y3)
end while
(b)
Listing 3: Example programswith non-trivial control flow
structures. f denotes an arbitrary binary transformation.
● OpenOutBag: The runtime calls this method on each physical
instance of the transformation when the computation of a
new output bag should be started. The transformation can
initialize its state here.● PushInElement: The runtime calls this method to give an
element of the current input bag to the transformation.● CloseInBag: The runtime calls this method when no more
elements of the current input bag will arrive at this physical
instance of the transformation. For example, a grouped ag-
gregation can emit the final aggregates from its hash table
here.
The runtime also provides an output collector object to trans-
formations for emitting output. This object has two methods:
Emit, for emitting an element of the output bag to downstream
transformations, and CloseOutBag, for telling the runtime that
the current output bag partition is closed, i.e., no more elements
of the current bag will be produced by this physical instance of
the transformation.
The runtime takes care of coordinating control flow and sepa-
rating the computations of the multiple output bags of a transfor-
mation that is reached multiple times throughout the program
execution. In particular, the elements provided through PushInEle-
ment all belong to those input bags that should take part in the
computation of the current output bag. Thus, a transformation
has to deal with computing just one output bag at a time.
From now on, we use the word “transformation” to refer to
implementations of this interface, and we use the word “operator”
to refer to an operator at the level of the execution engine (e.g.,
Flink). Our operators are composed of a transformation plus the
control flow handling support of the Labyrinth runtime.
6.2 Challenges for the Runtime
In this section, we point out two challenges that the coordination
algorithm described in the next section solves.
1. Thematching of input bags of binary transformations
is not always one-to-one: In the case of binary transformations,
the runtime gives a pair of bags to a bag-transformation (which
implements the interface shown in the previous section) at a time.
Therefore, we have to match bags arriving on one logical input
edge to bags arriving on the other logical input edge. If both of
the inputs are coming from transformations that are in the same
basic block, then each bag from one input is matched to exactly
one bag from the other input. However, if the transformations
producing the two inputs are enclosed in different loops, as in
the example program in Listing 3a, then the matching will not
be one-to-one. Here, the runtime has to match each bag from x
to several bags from y when feeding pairs of bags to f (see also
in Section 3.2.2).
2. First-come-first-served does not work for choosing
the input bags to process: How do operators decide which
input bags to process next? A simple way would be to order in-
put bags by the arrival of their first elements. However, this does
not always yield a correct execution as illustrated by Listing 3b.
Suppose that the control flow reaches the basic blocks in the
following order: ABDACD. In this case, it is possible that, due to
irregular processing delays, the operator of x3 gets data from x1
first and then from x2, while the operator of y3 gets data from y2
first and then from y1. This can happen because the operators
in the different if-branches are not synchronized, i.e., they do
not agree on a global order in which to process bags. However,
in order to get a correct result, the operator of z has to match
the bag that originates from x1 with the bag that originates from
y1, and match the bag that originates from x2 with the bag that
originates from y2.
6.3 Coordination Based on Bag-Identifiers
The high-level structure of our solution to the above challenges
is the following. We introduce a bag-identifier (Section 6.3.1),
which is straightforward to define and keep track of in the case
when we are executing the program in a non-parallel way. Then,
we will show how to make these bag-identifiers invariant to
parallelization. That is, how to make sure during the distributed
execution, that bags with the same IDs are created as in the
non-parallel execution, and the bags that each bag are computed
from are also the same. Specifically, we will show how physical
operator instances can determine during a distributed execution
(1) the ID of the output bag that they should compute next
(Section 6.3.2);
(2) the IDs of the input bags that they should use to compute a
particular output bag (Section 6.3.3);
(3) on which conditional output edge (see Section 5.3) they
should send a particular output bag (Section 6.3.4).
6.3.1 Bag-identifiers with Execution Paths. The bag-identifier
encapsulates the identifier of the creating transformation and
the execution path of the program up to the creation of the bag.
The execution path is a walk on the control flow graph, i.e., the
sequence of basic blocks that the execution reached.
This is straightforward to keep track of during a non-pipelined,
non-parallel execution. In this simple case, we execute the pro-
gram on a single machine, with only one transformation being
executed at a time, and fully materializing each bag before the
next transformation starts consuming it. We keep track of the
execution path in a global variable as a list of basic blocks. We
append a new element to this list when a control flow instruction
makes a decision about where the control flow should proceed.
Each transformation can read this global variable to determine
the ID of the bag that it is currently producing. As outlined at the
beginning of Section 6.3, we will use this non-parallel execution
as a specification of what bags the distributed execution should
produce.
In the case of a distributed execution, the execution path is
determined by the condition nodes, appending basic blocks when
they evaluate conditions of if-statements or exit conditions of
loops. Therefore, condition nodes broadcast these decisions to
all the machines in the cluster, so that every physical instance of
every operator knows how the execution path evolves.
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Note that there are no race conditions between condition
nodes for who appends the next basic block (the execution path
stays exactly the same as in a non-parallel execution). This is
because each basic block has at most one condition node, and
therefore it cannot happen that multiple condition nodes become
active at the same time after a control flow decision.
There are basic blocks which have only one outgoing edge
in the control flow graph, i.e., execution can proceed out from
them in only one way (e.g., B and C in Listing 3b). These basic
blocks do not have any condition nodes, which would broadcast
their successor block. Therefore, we make it the responsibility of
a condition node that appends such a block to also append the
next basic block. For example in Listing 3b, when the condition
node of the if-statement appends B to the execution path, it also
appends D.
The execution path can grow arbitrarily large, which could
conceivably introduce a bottleneck, if the coordination is imple-
mented naively. For example, if the current execution path is
repeatedly sent over the network as a list of basic blocks attached
to every bag (as part of the bag ID), then we would require𝒪(n2)
amount of network communication over the complete program
execution, where n is the length of the complete execution path.
However, we can easily make sure that the actual implementa-
tion performs only 𝒪(1) work for every new basic block that
is appended to the execution path, and therefore requires only𝒪(n) work over the complete program execution:● Condition nodes should broadcast only the currently added
basic block;● When we send a bag ID over the network, it is enough to only
send the length of the execution path in the ID, since every
operator knows the current full list of basic blocks from the
broadcasts of the condition nodes, and the execution paths
in the bag IDs are always prefixes of the full list;● The procedures described in the next sections should not
repeatedly scan the entire path, but incrementally keep track
of any relevant information as the path evolves.
6.3.2 Choosing Output Bags. By watching how the execution
path evolves, operators can choose the IDs of output bags to be
computed in a straightforward way: when the path reaches the
basic block of the operator, the operator starts to compute the
bag whose bag ID contains the current path. For example, in
Challenge 2 in Section 6.2, this means that the physical operator
instances of both x3 and y3 will choose to compute the output
bag with path ABD in its ID first, and then ABDACD.
Recall that we use the non-parallel execution described in Sec-
tion 6.3.1 as a specification of what bags the distributed execution
should produce. Since the execution path is the same during the
distributed execution as in the non-parallel execution, this choice
of output bags ensures that the sequence of bag IDs that each
operator produces is indeed the same in the distributed execution
as in the non-parallel execution.
6.3.3 Choosing Input Bags. When an operator O2 decides to
produce a particular output bag д2 next, it also needs to choose
input bags for it (see Challenge 2 in Section 6.2). This choice is
made independently for each logical input.
In a non-parallel execution, the operator uses the latest bag
that was written to the variable that the particular input refers
to. We can mirror this behavior in the distributed execution by
examining the execution path while keeping in mind the opera-
tor’s basic block and the input’s basic block. More specifically,
for a logical input i of O2, letO1 be the operator whose output is
connected to i , b1 and b2 be the basic blocks of O1 and O2, and c
be the execution path in the ID of д2. To determine the bag ID
that we use from among the bags coming from i to compute д2,
we choose the execution path that is the longest such prefix of c
that ends with b1. The reason behind this is that we need to use
the latest bag computed by O1.
We treat Φ-nodes in a special way: For each particular output
bag, a Φ-node reads a bag from only one input. Therefore, we
adapt the above procedure for choosing among the inputs by
looking at the above-mentioned prefixes for each input, and
choosing the longer one.
Note that sometimes we use a particular input bag for com-
puting multiple output bags (see Challenge 1 in Section 6.2). For
this, we have to store that particular input bag, and thus also
need to decide when to discard it: we watch as the execution
path evolves and discard the input bag once the execution path
reaches a basic block from which there is no such path on the
control flow graph that reaches b2 before b1.
6.3.4 Choosing Conditional Outputs. Operators look at how
the execution path evolves after a particular output bag and send
the bag on such conditional output edges (Section 5.3) whose
target is reached by the path before the next output bag is com-
puted.
Specifically, let O1 be an operator that is computing output
bag д, e be a conditional output edge of O1, O2 be the operator
that is the target of e , b1 be the basic block of O1, b2 be the basic
block of O2, and c be the execution path of the ID of д. Note that
the last element of c is b1.
O1 should examine each new basic block appended to the
execution path and send д to O2 when the path reaches b2 for
the first time after c but before it reaches b1 again. Note that this
means that instances of O1 can discard their partitions of д once
the execution path reaches such a basic block from which every
path to b2 on the control flow graph goes through b1. (This can
be understood by considering the non-SSA form of the program:
the variable of O1 will be overwritten before it is read by the
variable ofO2.) Note that ifO2 is a Φ-function, then we also need
to consider the basic blocks of the other inputs of O2.
7 OPTIMIZATION: LOOP-INVARIANT
HOISTING
We show here how to incorporate the well-known optimization
described in Section 3.2.2 into our system.
Normally, the bag-transformations implementing the inter-
face shown in Section 6.1 drop the state that they have built
up during the computation of a specific output bag. However,
to perform the optimization mentioned in Section 3.2.2, we ex-
tend the bag-transformation interface to allow the runtime to let
the transformation implementations know when to keep their
transformation-specific state that they build up for an input (e.g.,
so that a hash join can keep the hash table that it created for the
build-side input and can use it across the computation of several
output bags).
Assume, without loss of generality, that the first input of the
transformation is the one that does not always change between
output bags, and the second input changes for every output bag.
We add a method named dropState to the interface defined in
Section 6.1. The runtime calls this method between computing
two output bags to notify the transformation that the bag coming
from the first input will change for the next output bag. In this
case, the transformation should drop the state built-up for the
first input. Otherwise, the transformation implementation should
assume that the first input will be the same bag as before, and
that the runtime will not call PushInElement for the elements of
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this bag. For the example shown in Listing 3a, dropState is called
at every step of the outer loop, but not between steps of the inner
loop. For knowing when to call dropState, the runtime can use
the same mechanism that we described at the end of Section 6.3.3
for keeping track of when to drop the buffered-up inputs.
8 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the Labyrinth runtime on top of Flink. For fault-
tolerance, we can rely on the fault-tolerance of Flink, i.e., period-
ically creating consistent distributed snapshots of the states of
all the operators in the dataflow job [10].
We implemented the compilation procedure using the com-
piler infrastructure of the Emma language [4, 5]. Emma is a
high-level DSL for scalable data analytics, embedded in Scala. It
aims to reuse the language constructs of Scala as much as pos-
sible. For example, the user specifies the control flow by using
while-loops, if-statements, and mutable variables of the Scala
language (as opposed to special-purpose functional constructs,
as is the case in Flink, Naiad, and TensorFlow [29]). Emma is
able to extensively analyze and rewrite the user’s program at
the abstract syntax tree level, by employing a quotation-based
embedding approach [23] (using Scala macros [9]). As a first step
of the compilation, Emma transforms the program into a typed
SSA-like representation, which we can use as a starting point for
the procedure described in Section 5.
9 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance benefits of compiling
programs that have control flow to a single cyclic dataflow job,
compared to launching separate dataflow jobs after every control
flow step. First, we show microbenchmarks that verify that the
overhead of Labyrinth’s control flow coordination algorithm is
orders of magnitude smaller than the overhead of launching
a dataflow job. Then, we show that this difference can lead to
significant scalability improvements in real workloads. Finally,
we evaluate further optimizations that are enabled by having the
entire program in a single dataflow job.
We ran the experiments on a cluster of 26 machines, connected
by Gigabit Ethernet. The machines have two Intel Xeon E5620
CPUs (each with 4 physical cores), and 32 GB RAM. We used
Flink 1.6.0 and Spark 2.3.0. To reduce noise in the results, we
performed each experiment at least three times, and report the
median run time.
9.1 Microbenchmarks for Control Flow
Overhead
9.1.1 Scheduling Overhead. Wemeasured the scheduling over-
heads in Flink and Spark when executing minimal jobs that oper-
ate on only a minimal amount of data. The jobs did not perform
any disk IO, but created only a parallel collection distributed on
the cluster. We set the parallelism of the collection to the rec-
ommended value for each system: the number of physical CPU
cores for Flink, and two times that for Spark [34]. We warmed
up the JVMs by running a series of warm-up jobs before actually
starting the timed job executions.
Of the 26 machines one was the master node and was also
executing the client program, and a varying number of the other
machines were used as workers. The systems had one worker
process per machine.
The size of the cluster has a significant impact on the sched-
uling overhead, therefore, we performed the experiment with a
varying number of worker machines. We can see the run time of
one job execution as a function of how many worker nodes are
used in Figure 4. We can see that the execution time increased
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Figure 4: Microbenchmark for the scheduling overhead.
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Figure 5: Log-log plot of the microbenchmark for the per-
step overhead. Expressing all iteration steps in one data-
flow job is approximately two orders of magnitude faster
than launching new dataflow jobs for every iteration step
(the top two lines).
linearly, and it reached 254 ms and 376 ms in the 25 worker case
with Spark and Flink, respectively.
9.1.2 Iteration Step Overhead. We performed a microbench-
mark that measures the overhead of an iteration step in the
different approaches of implementing control flow. This way,
we (a) verified that the overhead of coordinating the distributed
execution of control flow in Labyrinth is orders of magnitude
smaller than the scheduling overhead, and (b) we found that
Labyrinth’s control flow coordination has a similar overhead to
the approaches of Flink, Naiad, and TensorFlow.
The experiment program had a large number of steps and
only a minimal amount of processing per step, and therefore the
overhead of iteration steps dominated the execution time:
i = 0
bag = <new Bag with 200 elements>
do
i = i + 1
bag = bag.map{x => x + 1}
while i < numSteps
Figure 5 is a log-log plot of the run times of several different
implementations of this program:
Separate Dataflow Jobs. The top two lines show when we
launched new dataflow jobs for every step in Flink and Spark.
The time per step here is similar to the scheduling overhead
shown in the previous section, but a bit larger because of the
additional operators. Note that in the Spark implementation we
called .cache at every step and triggered the computation with
a .count call. Flink does not have an equivalent to .cache, so
we collected the bag to the driver at each step.
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Flink and Naiad In-Dataflow Iterations. Flink and Naiad
offer higher-order functions for building an iteration into a da-
taflow, and thereby implementing an entire iteration inside a
single dataflow job. The time per step is more than two orders
of magnitude smaller here than with separate dataflow jobs. In
Flink, iteration steps are completely separated from each other
by a global synchronization barrier. In contrast, Naiad’s default
behavior would be to continuously forward elements between
iteration steps (independently between the parallel instances of
the map operator). However, real loops typically have at least one
pipeline-breaker in them (e.g., a grouped aggregation). For this
reason, and also to make the comparison with Flink fair, in Naiad
we artificially made the map operation into a pipeline-breaker,
i.e., it has to receive a signal that all input elements belonging
to an iteration step have arrived before sending its output to the
next iteration step7.
TensorFlow. Similarly to Naiad and Flink, TensorFlow also
offers higher-order functions for building control flow into da-
taflows, and we were able to achieve a similar performance to
Naiad and the Flink in-dataflow iterations8. Compared to Flink
and Naiad, our TensorFlow implementation had the disadvan-
tage that we needed to create an operator for the loop counter as
well, since the TensorFlow control flow constructs do not have a
built-in mechanism for having a fixed number of iteration steps.
Labyrinth. Finally, we have implemented the program in La-
byrinth (the green line), which also builds the control flow into
a single dataflow job. We can see that Labyrinth’s control flow
coordination algorithm has a similar overhead as the coordina-
tions of Flink, Naiad, and TensorFlow. Note that to make the
comparison fair, we artificially made the map operator into a
pipeline breaker, similarly to the Naiad implementation. Note
that, similarly to TensorFlow, there is a dataflow operator created
for the loop counter variable.
9.2 Strong Scaling with Real Workloads
9.2.1 Visit Count Example. Weperformed an experiment with
the Visit Count example program shown in Section 3.1, which
compares visit counts of a set of webpages from consecutive days.
For this experiment, we removed the join with the loop invariant
dataset (Lines 1, 9). Note however that we concentrate on this
part in Section 9.4. (We use only 100 iteration steps, instead of
365.)
The iteration in this program is not a fixpoint iteration, and
therefore it cannot be implemented as a single dataflow job in
Flink. We implemented the program in the Flink batch API (with
separate dataflow jobs for each iteration step), in Spark, and in
Labyrinth (with a single dataflow job).
We have seen in the previous experiments that the control
flow overhead depends on the number of machines. Therefore,
we test strong scaling here, i.e., we vary the number of machines,
but keep the input data size fixed (19 GB in total, which is ap-
proximately 190 MB per day).
Looking at Flink and Labyrinth in Figure 6, we can see that
with only a few machines the execution times were similar. How-
ever, when we increased the number of machines, Flink fell be-
hind by approximately a factor of two, as the scheduling overhead
7The Naiad paper [21] shows a somewhat similar experiment in Section 5.2, but
with more than an order of magnitude better results. This difference can be due
to many differences in the exact experimental setup: there was no data in their
experiment, but only coordination; they executed Naiad on .Net on Windows, while
we executed on Mono on Linux; differences in the network hardware; etc.
8The TensorFlow paper [29] shows a similar experiment in Section 6.1, but with an
order of magnitude better results. This difference is largely due to their experiment
having only one operator instance per worker machine, while we created 8 (the
number of CPU cores) to make the comparison with the other systems fair. (With
only one instance per worker, the run time was ∼2ms for 25 machines in our setup.)
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Figure 7: Strong scaling with PageRank. (The joinwith the
loop-invariant dataset is not present here.)
became more significant. Note that the per-step overhead of Flink
was larger than in the microbenchmark, since there are more
operators inside the loop body in this real workload than in the
microbenchmark, and thus Flink has to schedule more operators.
The pipelined version of Labyrinth (green), which we discuss
in Section 9.3, was a further three times faster with 25 machines.
Spark had a similar scaling behavior to Flink, because of simi-
larly launching separate dataflow jobs (but was slower than Flink
with all machine counts).
As McSherry et al. [20] pointed out, it can be interesting to
compare the performance of distributed data analytics frame-
works to single-threaded implementations that do not use any
such frameworks. Therefore, we wrote a single-threaded imple-
mentation in C++, using only the STL. Both the reduceByKey
and the join are implemented using sorting. As we can see in
Figure 6, Flink and Spark are not able to outperform the single-
threaded implementation even with 25 machines, while (even
the non-pipelined version of) Labyrinth achieves this with only 5
machines, and surpasses it by a factor of about 2.2 at 25 machines.
9.2.2 PageRank. We performed an experiment with a modi-
fied version of the Visit Count example in Listing 2b: instead of
page visits we read page transitions (pairs of pages), and instead
of counting page visits we computed the PageRank [25] of the
graph of page transitions. That is, we replaced Line 10 by an
inner loop, which computes the PageRank.
We plotted the run time as a function of the number of ma-
chines in Figure 7. PageRank can be expressed as a fixpoint itera-
tion, and therefore the inner loop can be expressed in Flink as a
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varying data sizes. A scale of 1 means a 10MB dataset
per day and a 251MB pageAttributes dataset. For “Laby-no-
reuse” we turn off the optimization of reusing the build-
side of the hash join with loop-invariant data.
single dataflow job. We can see that this results in Flink having a
very similar scaling behavior as Labyrinth. Note that even though
Flink has the scheduling overhead for each step of the outer loop
(which cannot be expressed as a fixpoint iteration), this was not
a significant part of the run time.
In the case of Spark, however, every step of both the inner
and outer loops have to be expressed as a separate dataflow job,
which results in a worse scaling behavior. With just one machine,
the run time of Spark was within a factor of two from Labyrinth.
However, with a large number of machines, Spark was about 4.62
times slower than Labyrinth. We can also see that Spark was not
getting faster when we increase the number of machines beyond
9, while Labyrinth was getting faster until about 20 machines.
9.3 Optimization: Loop Pipelining
Systems that start new dataflow jobs for every iteration step,
typically wait for an iteration step to be fully finished before
starting the next step. In Labyrinth, all iteration steps are pro-
cessed by the same dataflow job, which makes it possible that
some operators start processing the next iteration step while
others are still processing the previous one. For example, in the
Visit Count example program (Listing 2b), lines 5–11 do not have
dependencies on computations of previous iteration steps. This
means that they can proceed with subsequent iteration steps
independently from the operators in Lines 14–17.
In Figure 6, the green line shows the times when this optimiza-
tion is enabled (this is the default execution mode of Labyrinth,
as the control flow coordination algorithm described in Section 6
already provides this property without further extension). With
25 machines, it was about 3 times faster than the execution with
barriers (blue line). Also note that it had close to ideal scaling
behavior, as it was about 23 times faster with 25 machines than
with one machine.
9.4 Optimization: Loop-Invariant
Hoisting
Here, we evaluate the optimization of Section 7. We use the Visit
Count example shown in Listing 2, and concentrate on the join
with the loop-invariant dataset (Line 9). Figure 8 is a log-log plot
of the execution time of the different implementations when the
size of the input data is varied. (The number of worker machines
is fixed at 25.)
The blue line shows the Labyrinth execution where we have
turned off the optimization of reusing the hash table of the join,
while the green line shows the execution with the optimization
turned on. For the largest data size, this optimization gave a factor
of three speedup. For the two smallest data sizes its effect was
negligible, which is due to the iteration step overhead being the
dominant factor in the execution time even with Labyrinth.
10 RELATEDWORK
The dataflow model of computing has a long history [28]. Arvind
et al. [6] include control flow into dataflow graphs through the
switch andmerge primitives (which TensorFlow recently adopted
[29]). Gamma [13] is a database machine built on the dataflow
model. In the following paragraphs, we concentrate on systems
for large-scale, distributed data processing.
Adding Iterations to MapReduce. The CGL-MapReduce
[15], HaLoop [8], Twister [14], and iMapReduce [33] systems
extend MapReduce [12] to provide better support for iterations.
The programming model of these systems is based on repeat-
edly executing MapReduce programs rather than building more
complex programs using a collection-based API.
Spark [32] provides better support for iteration than MapRe-
duce in that it allows for keeping the data in memory between
iteration steps. However, the scheduling overhead is still present
at every iteration step. Furthermore, Spark cannot automatically
hoist loop-invariant computations out of loops. Note that for a
hash join whose only one input is static (e.g., in Listing 2) even
manually performing this optimization is not possible, since this
would require breaking up the hash join into two operators where
one of them would have to look in the other’s internal hash table,
which is not supported by the RDD interface.
In-Dataflow Control Flow. Flink [16], Naiad [21], and Ten-
sorFlow [29] allow for building control flow into dataflows, but
only through functional APIs (see Section 3.3). On the other hand,
Labyrinth allows the user to write control flow in the familiar
imperative style. Also note that the control flow representations
in these systems do not map directly to SSA, which would make
the compilation from imperative control flow more involved.
Nevertheless, there are open-source efforts to compile imperative
control flow written in Swift [36] and Python [35] to Tensor-
Flow’s low-level control flow API.
Differences to TensorFlow’s Coordination Algorithm.
Operators potentially execute multiple times in the presence of
control flow. TensorFlow uses the current iteration numbers of
all enclosing loops to identify these executions, while Labyrinth
uses the execution path. This design choice results naturally from
using SSA end-to-end in Labyrinth, as the execution path gives us
a lot of useful information for various aspects of our coordination
(see sections 6.3.1–6.3.4). Also note that Labyrinth’s algorithm
avoids introducing the is_dead signal of TensorFlow.
Dynamic Dataflows. The CIEL system [22] supports dy-
namic dataflows in the sense that a running job can spawn new
tasks, essentially extending the dataflow. By this mechanism, the
system supports the implementation of control flow constructs.
The Aura dataflow engine [18] supports control flow by schedul-
ing dataflow-fragments belonging to individual basic blocks at
the time when control flow enters the corresponding basic block.
In the above systems, scheduling overhead occurs between every
iteration step, which we avoid in Labyrinth by constructing a
single dataflow job for the entire iteration.
Faster Scheduling. The systems mentioned above employ a
centralized scheduler, which places a fundamental limit on the
scheduling speed. The Sparrow scheduler [24] achieves faster
scheduling by distributing the scheduling itself, thereby reducing
the scheduling overhead.
Loop-Invariant Hoisting is a well-known optimization in
the context of distributed data analytics systems [8, 14, 16, 21, 33].
Labyrinth differs from the referred systems in that it is able to
perform this optimization even when the user expressed the
program using imperative control flow constructs.
SystemML [7] is also able [37] to perform loop-invariant
hoisting in the presence of imperative control flow. However, it is
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not able to perform this optimization on a binary operator which
has only one static input (e.g., the hash join that we used in Sec-
tion 9.4), since it compiles to Spark. As mentioned in Section 5.1,
SystemML’s language could be compiled to Labyrinth dataflows.
Also note that SystemML makes a decision whether to execute a
computation locally or in the cluster based on data sizes, which
makes the overhead of launching a dataflow job disappear for
small enough data sizes.
11 CONCLUSION
End-to-end data analysis often requires complex control flow,
while efficient execution requires that the whole program is ex-
pressed as a single dataflow job. However, existing systems can
represent control flow inside a single dataflow job only if the user
expresses control flow using functional APIs, which are hard to
use. In this paper, we propose Labyrinth, which allows users to
express control flow by easy-to-use imperative constructs, and
still executes these programs efficiently as a single dataflow job.
To support general control flow, we rely on SSA both in our
compilation procedure and in our algorithm for coordinating the
distributed execution of control flow. Our experimental evalua-
tion shows that Labyrinth reduces the overhead of iteration steps
by orders of magnitude compared to launching new dataflow
jobs at every step, and allows for optimizations that result in
significant speedups.
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